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Speech Rate Normalization and
Phonemic Boundary Perception

in Cochlear-Implant Users

Brittany N. Jaekel,a Rochelle S. Newman,a and Matthew J. Goupella
Purpose: Normal-hearing (NH) listeners rate normalize,
temporarily remapping phonemic category boundaries to
account for a talker’s speech rate. It is unknown if adults
who use auditory prostheses called cochlear implants
(CI) can rate normalize, as CIs transmit degraded speech
signals to the auditory nerve. Ineffective adjustment to
rate information could explain some of the variability in
this population’s speech perception outcomes.
Method: Phonemes with manipulated voice-onset-time (VOT)
durations were embedded in sentences with different speech
rates. Twenty-three CI and 29 NH participants performed a
phoneme identification task. NH participants heard the same
unprocessed stimuli as the CI participants or stimuli degraded
by a sine vocoder, simulating aspects of CI processing.
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Results: CI participants showed larger rate normalization
effects (6.6 ms) than the NH participants (3.7 ms) and
had shallower (less reliable) category boundary
slopes. NH participants showed similarly shallow
slopes when presented acoustically degraded
vocoded signals, but an equal or smaller rate effect
in response to reductions in available spectral and
temporal information.
Conclusion: CI participants can rate normalize, despite
their degraded speech input, and show a larger rate
effect compared to NH participants. CI participants
may particularly rely on rate normalization to better
maintain perceptual constancy of the speech
signal.
No two talkers produce the exact same speech sig-
nals: Differences in speaking rate, age, dialect,
and other factors can create acoustic variability

in speech (Jacewicz, Fox, O’Neill, & Salmons, 2009). In
terms of speech rate, the listener can potentially resolve
some of this acoustic variability using rate normalization
(Miller, 1981; Newman & Sawusch, 2009). Rate normali-
zation is the process by which the perception of speech
sounds with similar acoustical properties is altered on the
basis of sentence context and the talker’s rate of speech.

Speech rate can affect the perception of short con-
trastive speech sounds called phonemes. The durations of
certain phonemes are particularly affected by speech rate
(Crystal & House, 1982; Miller & Grosjean, 1981). As
some phonemic contrasts are signaled by their respective
durations (Klatt, 1976; Summerfield, 1981), the parameters
by which those phonemes are identified could change
under various speech rate contexts. For example, the
word-initial velar stop consonants /g/ and /k/ are largely
contrasted on the basis of durational differences in voice-
onset time (VOT), with /k/ having a longer VOT duration
than /g/ (Summerfield, 1981). VOT is defined as the length
of time between a stop consonant’s noisy release burst and
the beginning of the periodic pulses associated with vocal
fold vibration. A potential perceptual difficulty arises
with changes in speech rate because a longer VOT dura-
tion could occur either because the talker intended to pro-
duce a /k/ rather than a /g/, or because the talker was simply
speaking more slowly. Thus, the listener needs to interpret
the underlying cause of the longer VOT duration. If a lis-
tener perceived phonemic categories in a fixed way (i.e.,
did not rate normalize), word misperceptions could occur
across speaking rates. In reality, normal-hearing (NH) lis-
teners adapt to speech rate, remapping certain phonemic
boundaries in response to new speech rates (Miller & Volaitis,
1989; Newman & Sawusch, 2009). Rate normalization is
thus a crucial tool for speech perception (but see Nakai &
Scobbie, 2016 for an alternative viewpoint). Furthermore, it
may be an obligatory process (Sawusch & Newman, 2000)
and has been observed in infants as young as 2 to 4 months
old (Miller, 1981; Eimas & Miller, 1980).
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The extent to which signal degradation affects rate
normalization is unknown. A degraded speech signal may
contain fewer acoustic phonetic properties important for
speech, and thus phoneme boundaries may be less likely to
be informed or altered by incoming rate information. One
group that experiences degraded speech signals are severe-to-
profoundly hearing-impaired individuals who have been
fitted with cochlear implants (CI), auditory prostheses that
can partially restore speech understanding. The CI relays
auditory information by electrically stimulating the auditory
nerve. However, because of technological constraints, CIs
typically provide spectrally and temporally degraded signals,
and thus an informationally sparse representation of speech
to the listener. The speech information is spectrally pre-
sented on 12 to 22 different electrodes or channels, which
is far worse spectral resolution than what occurs in typical
hearing. Furthermore, CI users generally have functional
access to only about eight channels at any one time (e.g.,
Friesen, Shannon, Başkent, & Wang, 2001). The fast acous-
tical changes in the signal, called the temporal fine structure,
are omitted in most CI speech processing strategies, and thus
only the slowly varying changes in the temporal envelope
remain (Loizou, 2006). Despite the spectral and temporal
degradation, speech can be highly intelligible through a CI
in quiet listening conditions, though speech perception out-
comes across CI users are quite variable (e.g., Liu, Del Rio,
Bradlow, & Zeng, 2004; Nie, Barco, & Zeng, 2006). Tests
of speech intelligibility in this population typically involve
identifying sentences or single words out of either open
or closed sets, and are measured in percent words correct
(Ching, van Wanrooy, & Dillon, 2007). When speech is not
identified correctly, these tests unfortunately do not usually
help us understand why the error occurred.

How CI users perceive specific phonemes, and which
acoustic phonetic cues might be available for identifying
phonemes, can be measured using more fine-grained
methods such as confusion matrices (Blamey & Clark,
1990; Dorman, Dankowski, McCandless, & Smith, 1989;
Munson, Donaldson, Allen, Collison, & Nelson, 2003), cue-
weighting paradigms (Moberly et al., 2014; Winn, Chatterjee,
& Idsardi, 2012; Winn & Litovsky, 2015), and phoneme
continua with a single manipulated cue (Iverson, 2003).
Furthermore, phoneme perception has also been studied using
NH groups listening to degraded stimuli, in an attempt to
control certain signal properties (e.g., spectral resolution) or
with synthetic stimuli, to tightly control available acoustic
cues to the listener (Nittrouer & Lowenstein, 2014; Souza &
Rosen, 2009; Van Tasell, Soli, Kirby, & Widin, 1987; Winn,
Chatterjee, & Idsardi, 2013; Winn & Litovsky, 2015).

For good consonant perception, access to spectral in-
formation appears to be key (Zeng & Galvin, 1999). How-
ever, specifically for identifying consonant voicing, it appears
that few “channels” of spectral information are needed
(Dorman, Loizou, & Rainey, 1997). Rosen (1989) implicated
the temporal cues of periodicity and temporal fine structure
as most important for conveying information about conso-
nant voicing and first formant transitions, and suggested
that reductions in spectral resolution should lead CI users
ded From: http://jslhr.pubs.asha.org/pdfaccess.ashx?url=/data/journals/jslhr
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to generally increase their use of available temporal infor-
mation, such as the speech envelope. The contrast of interest
in the present study is /g/ versus /k/, which is based mostly
on the voiced–voiceless distinction, or consonant voicing.
The presence of voicing is likely well represented by the CI,
at least in identification tests of phonemes produced in an
isolated syllable. This is supported by evidence from confu-
sion matrices showing that CI users rarely identify /g/ as a /k/
or vice versa (Munson et al., 2003; Tyler & Moore, 1992;
Välimaa, Määttä, Löppönen, & Sorri, 2002).

Whether the potentially well-represented voicing infor-
mation by the CI results in phoneme perception similar to
NH listeners is less clear, as is how perception of this voicing
information might be affected by speaking rate. CI users
showed variability in phoneme boundary locations when iden-
tifying the voiced /dɑ/ and voiceless /tɑ/ across a synthetic
continuum with only VOT duration purposely manipulated
(Iverson, 2003), and overall usually required longer VOT du-
rations to change their perception from /dɑ/ to /tɑ/ than
NH listeners. VOT duration is considered a temporal cue,
to which CI users likely have access (Rosen, 1989). However,
all CI users did not appear to identify phonemes in the same
way, indicating that different users may have access to
different or additional cues in the speech signal. For exam-
ple, Iverson (2003) believed some CI participants in his
study may have been sensitive to certain changes in the first
formant frequency, which would add additional evidence for
the listener identifying a voiced versus voiceless consonant.

Which acoustic-phonetic cues are most helpful for CI
users (and for NH listeners presented vocoded or degraded
speech meant to model aspects of CI processing) has been
more thoroughly studied with cue-weighting paradigms.
Though NH listeners and CI users may perform similarly on
recognizing certain phonemes, the cues CI users are utilizing
to identify phonemes may be very different. Moberly et al.
(2014) found much variability in the cues used by CI users
to identify /bɑ/ versus /wɑ/, syllables that contain both
amplitude and spectral contrasts. Some CI users weighted for-
mant rise time heavily, which mirrored behavior in NH lis-
teners, and others weighted amplitude envelope information
more heavily (a temporal cue predicted to be well repre-
sented in CI processing). Other CI listeners used neither cue.
The reduced spectral information transmission of CI process-
ors was thought to be the cause for CI users’ weighting of
“coarse” spectral cues over cues requiring fine spectral reso-
lution (Winn & Litovsky, 2015). Likewise, when NH lis-
teners heard speech with reduced spectral resolution similar
to a CI, their utilization of the fine spectral cue was reduced.
There are indications from these tasks that CI users with
strong word recognition may have more access to spectral
information, and with better spectral information, are able
to utilize spectral cues to better identify phonemes. Moberly
et al. (2014) observed that CI users who heavily weighted
spectral cues over amplitude cues had the highest word rec-
ognition scores, as did CI users who strongly weighted the
fine spectral cue (Winn & Litovsky, 2015).

If CI users are relying on different properties of the
incoming speech signal for phoneme identification, we may
Jaekel et al.: Rate Normalization in CI Users 1399
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observe differences in the rate normalization effect on their
phoneme boundaries compared to NH listeners. Sources
of speech rate information include general rhythmic infor-
mation of the preceding phrase, on the basis of syllabic
durations and stress patterns (Kidd, 1989), and duration of
the phonemic segment(s) immediately adjacent to the tar-
get sound—both preceding and subsequent (K. P. Green,
Stevens, & Kuhl, 1994; Lotto, Kluender, & Green, 1996;
Miller & Liberman, 1979; Sawusch & Newman, 2000).
Durations of consonants and vowels, as well as syllable
durations and stress information, are expected to be primar-
ily temporal in nature, and represented by the CI processor
in the form of temporal envelopes (Rosen, 1989). Thus,
to clarify, though we believe CI users will perceive and ap-
ply the speech rate information provided in the contextual
sentence, how that speech rate information is applied to
phoneme boundaries might differ from NH listeners. If
speech rate information is not applied to phoneme bound-
aries in a typical way, this could help explain CI users’ par-
ticular difficulty with understanding rapidly spoken speech
(Iwasaki, Ocho, Nagura, & Hoshino, 2002).

A final concern is the shallow slopes of the phonemic
boundaries reported for CI users and NH listeners presented
vocoded speech (Iverson, 2003; Winn et al., 2012). Shallow
slopes indicate a more continuous than categorical phonemic
boundary (Munson & Nelson, 2005), and may imply that
phonemic boundaries are less clear or reliable (Gordon-
Salant, Yeni-Komshian, & Fitzgibbons, 2008). How the
presence of shallow slopes affects the ability to adjust phone-
mic category mappings in response to speech rate is of interest.

To summarize, it is unknown how CI users’ percep-
tions of certain phonemes are affected by speaking rate. It
could be hypothesized that CI participants may show atypi-
cally smaller rate normalization compared to NH partici-
pants. If a VOT category boundary’s slope is shallow, then
changes in the boundary’s location due to rate might be very
subtle and less perceptible to the listener. However, an alter-
native hypothesis is that CI participants may show atypically
large rate normalization compared to NH participants.
With reduced spectral resolution, and typically a larger reli-
ance on temporal cues, the effects of speech rate (which largely
affect temporal cues) may be exaggerated. It has been shown
previously that speech signal degradation may increase the
importance of utilizing a duration cue such as VOT. Miller
and Wayland (1993), studying NH listeners, showed how
a transition duration cue was particularly affected by speech
rate, and became increasingly important when part of a
degraded signal. They studied how perception of a natural-
istically produced “bɑ/wɑ” contrast was affected by speak-
ing rate in the presence of speech-shaped noise, which was
meant to degrade the quality of the speech signal. When the
contrast was presented in quiet, a negligible rate effect was
observed. Miller and Wayland argued that this indicated
that listeners were using rate-independent properties to com-
plete the task, such as the location of the formant frequency
at vowel onset. The rate effect emerged when the contrast
was presented in noise, and the rate-dependent property—
transition duration—became the prominent cue used by
1400 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 60 •
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listeners. Thus, when speech stimuli became degraded, NH
listeners discarded certain cues for distinguishing phone-
mic contrasts and used a rate-dependent property as a cue
instead. We could similarly expect CI participants to utilize
and rely exclusively on a rate-dependent property such as
VOT duration and show a stronger rate effect with a de-
graded signal, especially because spectral resolution would
be poorer, and thus perhaps fewer redundant acoustic pho-
netic cues are available in the signal. This would indicate
that rate normalization is not only possible in this group but
is relied upon to a greater extent than in NH listeners during
speech perception.

Experiment 1: Rate Normalization
in CI Participants

The first experiment examined the extent to which CI
participants rate normalized. The target phonemes chosen
for this experiment were /g/ and /k/, which are primarily dif-
ferentiated by VOT duration, with /g/ having a shorter VOT
duration than /k/. Using these speech sounds as endpoints
of a continuum of VOT durations, we have the ability to
measure the location, reliability, and relationship of CI par-
ticipants’ phonemic boundaries to speech rate changes.

Method
Participants

Twenty-three people with CIs participated in this
study. The mean age of CI participants was 55.5 years
(SD = 16.8 years), with a range of 21 to 81 years. Additional
demographic information such as age at testing, duration
of deafness estimated by patient report, years of CI experi-
ence, and CI brand is presented in Table 1. Spoken word rec-
ognition scores, as measured with Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) sentences (IEEE Subcommit-
tee on Subjective Measurements, 1969), were obtained for
each participant and are also presented in Table 1.

Stimuli
The speech stimuli were a subset of those used in

Newman and Sawusch (2009). A male Midwestern American
English speaker naturalistically produced the sentence “I
heard him say the word /gaɪp/” at fast, normal, and slow
rates. The nonword /gaɪp/ was excised from the sentences,
resulting in three precursor sentences of the following lengths
and rates: 753 ms or 8.0 syllables/s (fast), 971 ms or 6.2 sylla-
bles/s (medium), and 1220 ms or 4.9 syllables/s (slow). Al-
though the entire sentence duration changed with speaking
rate, prior work suggests that a driving factor in speaking
rate perception is the duration of the immediately preceding
phonemes (i.e., those occurring in “word”; K. P. Green
et al., 1994; Lotto et al., 1996; Miller & Liberman, 1979;
Sawusch & Newman, 2000). The durations of these preced-
ing phonemes are presented in Table 2.

The speaker next produced the nonwords /gaɪp/ and
/kaɪp/ (henceforth, gipe and kipe) in isolation, which were
both 200 ms in duration. Using nonwords as stimuli reduced
1398–1416 • May 2017
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Table 1. Demographics of cochlear-implant (CI) participants.

Code Sex
Age at

testing (yrs)
Age at

onset (yrs)
Duration of

deafness (yrs)
No. of

implants
Age at

(first) implant
CI use

duration (yrs) CI brand
Activated electrodes /

Total electrodesa
IEEE

Scores (%)

CBQ M 21 0 4 Unilateral 4 17 Advanced Bionics 16 of 16 63
CAR M 23 3 11 Unilateral 14 9 Cochlear 22 of 22 83
CAT M 27 10 11 Unilateral 21 6 Cochlear 21 of 22 77.5
CBP F 35 11 9 Unilateral 20 15 Cochlear 20 of 22 95
CBO M 41 2.5 36.5 Bilateral 39 2 Advanced Bionics 16 of 16 13
CBN M 50 0 39 Unilateral 39 11 Cochlear 22 of 22 40
CBJ F 52 17 33 Unilateral 50 2 Med El 10 of 12 91.5
CAX M 53 49 0 Bilateral 49 4 Cochlear 22 of 22 80
CBA F 54 0 52 Bilateral 52 2 Cochlear 22 of 22 38.5
CBK F 56 22 28 Unilateral 50 6 Cochlear 22 of 22 40
CBI M 56 48 6.5 Unilateral 54.5 1.5 Med El 10 of 12 78.5
CBF M 57 5 47 Unilateral 52 5 Cochlear 22 of 22 45
CAY F 57 31 17 Bilateral 48 9 Cochlear 21 of 22 61.5
CBG F 61 4 53 Unilateral 57 4 Cochlear 22 of 22 32.5
CBR F 62 0 56 Bilateral 56 6 Cochlear 22 of 22 72.5
CBV F 62 18 40 Unilateral 58 4 Cochlear 22 of 22 66.5
CAJ F 63 0 47 Unilateral 47 16 Cochlear 22 of 22 0
CAK M 69 57 1 Unilateral 58 11 Cochlear 21 of 22 32.5
CAO F 70 6 59 Unilateral 65 5 Cochlear 22 of 22 31.5
CAM F 70 40 23 Unilateral 63 7 Cochlear 21 of 22 62.5
CBC F 77 69 1 Bilateral 70 7 Cochlear 22 of 22 21
CBD M 79 74 0 Unilateral 74 5 Cochlear 21 of 22 52
CBB M 81 77 1 Unilateral 78 3 Cochlear 22 of 22 69.5
Mean 55.5 23.6 25.2 48.6 6.8 56.7
SD 16.8 26.3 21.3 18.8 4.5 23.4

Note. IEEE = Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
aIn preferred ear only.
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1The psychometric function slopes computed using psignifit were at
times unreasonably steep, particularly in cases where the percent kipes
went from near 0% to near 100% in a single step, which was a result of
the numerical fitting procedure. For the present analyses, the steepest
possible slope deemed appropriate was 0.11, or an 11% increase in
percent kipes heard per millisecond, which was the maximum possible
change in performance between any two steps in the gipe/kipe continuum
(a 100% increase in percent kipes heard could only occur across an
approximately 9-ms change in VOT duration, or one step).

Table 2. Duration of phonemes (ms) immediately preceding the
target contrast.

Unprocessed
speech /wɝd/

Preceding Target

/w/ /ɝ/ /d/ /g/ or /k/

Slow 315 125 90 100 14–72
Medium 250 90 75 85 14–72
Fast 165 80 35 50 14–72

Downloa
Terms o
the chance of lexical access effects—the perception of the
stimuli being biased by one’s level of familiarity with the
words (Ganong, 1980). The transitional probabilities of
the first pairs of phonemes—that is, the probability that the
diphthong /aɪ/ will follow /g/ or /k/—were similar for the two
nonwords, 0.0005 and 0.0006, respectively (Storkel & Hoover,
2010). The number of lexical neighbors for gipe and kipe
(i.e., the number of words that exist when one phoneme is
changed, added to, or deleted from the input) was 14 and 16,
respectively (Vaden, Halpin, & Hickok, 2009). Various pho-
neme recognition studies indicate that adult CI users do not
often confuse /g/ and /k/ for one another (Munson et al.,
2003; Tyler & Moore, 1992; Välimaa et al., 2002), and
that /g/ and /k/ are more likely to be confused with pho-
nemes that are also voiced or voiceless stops (respectively),
but which differ in place of articulation. This means that
CI participants were not expected to have particular dif-
ficulty with identifying well-articulated pronunciations of
gipe and kipe.

The two nonwords were manipulated to create a velar
stop consonant series extending from the veridical gipe to the
veridical kipe, with more ambiguous stimuli existing in the
continuum between them. The gipe and kipe endpoints pre-
sented a durational contrast in terms of VOT, with gipe hav-
ing a 14-ms VOT and kipe having a 72-ms VOT. After the
veridical gipe, the next word in the series maintained a 14-ms
VOT, but the release burst of gipe was deleted and replaced
with a 14-ms release burst from kipe. The third word in the
series additionally deleted the first vocal pulses of gipe, and
replaced these vocal pulses with release burst plus aspiration
from kipe, effectively creating a longer VOT (25 ms), while
still maintaining overall syllable duration. This process of
replacing additional vocal pulses with release plus aspiration
from kipe was repeated for the rest of the series, creating
VOTs of 36, 45, 54, 63, and 72 ms. In total, eight nonwords
comprised the consonant series. Though VOT is believed to be
the primary cue to consonant voicing (Francis, Kaganovich,
& Driscoll-Huber, 2008; Klatt, 1976; Nagao & de Jong, 2007;
Summerfield, 1981), a brief description of a potential second-
ary cue—the first formant frequencies of the target stimuli—
is warranted (Hillenbrand, 1984; Lisker, 1975). The first
formant frequency of the vowel onset (through 30 ms post-
onset, analyzed with a Gaussian window) was 560 Hz in gipe
and increased to 670 Hz in kipe. The first formant frequency
was stable (~560 Hz) across the first three steps of the contin-
uum, increased gradually from Steps 3 through 6, and was
again stable (~670 Hz) across Steps 6 through 8. Waveforms
1402 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 60 •
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and spectrograms of the gipe and kipe stimuli are presented
in Figure 1.

The eight nonwords were appended individually to
the end of the three precursor sentences, resulting in 24 dif-
ferent stimuli. The 24 items (3 Precursor sentence rates ×
8 Target items with varied VOT) in random order com-
posed a single block, and 24 blocks were presented. Thus,
CI participants heard a total of 576 trials.

CI participants had the input delivered through the
direct audio input of their devices via personal audio cables
and listened to stimuli unilaterally. Stimuli were presented
to participants over an external soundcard (Roland/Edirol,
UA-25 EX, Los Angeles, CA) and amplifier (Crown Audio,
Elkhart, IN), and had a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz prior to
digital-to-analog conversion. Bilateral CI participants were
directly connected via their self-reported better ear only. CI
participants were asked to adjust volume to a comfortable
listening level.
Procedure
Participants were seated in a double-walled sound-

attenuating booth (Industrial Acoustics, Inc., Bronx, NY),
and responded using a computer and mouse. The task was
two-alternative forced-choice and was controlled by a com-
puter via MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA).
The testing screen was presented on a monitor and partici-
pants clicked the “Begin” button to play each sentence.
Participants then identified whether the speaker said gipe or
kipe. These two response options were presented as separate
buttons on either side of the screen. Testing was self-paced,
and participants were allowed to take breaks as needed.

Two techniques were used for analyzing the data:
Generalized linear mixed-effects models with logit links re-
vealed how participant factors such as chronological age
and durations of deafness affected gipe and kipe responses,
and repeated measures mixed analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
examined how factors affected specific averaged results
of interest. ANOVAS have been used in previous studies
on rate normalization (e.g., Newman & Sawusch, 2009),
and their inclusion here makes comparisons with prior
work easier. This latter analysis required the calculation of the
50% cross-over point of the best fitting psychometric function
tracing percent kipes heard across the VOT continuum—that
is, the VOT category boundary—and the slope of this psycho-
metric function (Wichmann & Hill, 2001), for each listening
condition for each participant. VOT category boundaries and
slopes were calculated using psignifit1 in MATLAB, in which
the data were fit by a four-parameter cumulative Gaussian
1398–1416 • May 2017
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Figure 1. The top two rows show the waveforms and spectrograms for the original unprocessed gipe (left) and for the
four-channel sine vocoded gipe (right). The bottom two rows show the waveforms and spectrograms for the unprocessed
(left) and four-channel sine vocoded (right) kipe stimuli.
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sigmoid function on the basis of maximum likelihood es-
timates. Psychometric functions were composed of per-
cent kipe responses at Steps 2 through 8 of the gipe/kipe
continuum. The first step, the veridical gipe, had the ex-
act same VOT duration as the second step, which replaced
the /g/ release with the /k/ release, and left VOT and syllable
duration unaffected. Only scores from the second step in the
continuum were retained for the analysis, to avoid a psycho-
metric function with two data points at 14 ms. There were
no significant differences in performance between Step 1
ded From: http://jslhr.pubs.asha.org/pdfaccess.ashx?url=/data/journals/jslhr
f Use: http://pubs.asha.org/ss/rights_and_permissions.aspx
and Step 2 in any condition tested (all p > .05 using paired
samples t tests).
Results
All CI participants had distinguishable gipe and kipe

endpoints, meaning individual participants experienced a
shift in perception from one phoneme to the other over the
span of the continuum (see Figure 2). The percent kipes
heard was approximately 0% at the 14-ms VOT and 100%
Jaekel et al.: Rate Normalization in CI Users 1403
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Figure 2. (Top) Individual results for percent kipes heard for the 23 CI participants, ordered by chronological age (youngest to oldest).
Participant codes appear in the upper left corner. (Bottom) Average percent kipes heard in the unprocessed speech condition for the cochlear
implant (CI) participants in Experiment 1 (left panel) and for the age-matched normal-hearing (AMNH; middle panel) and younger normal-
hearing (YNH; right panel) participants in Experiment 2. Bars indicate ±1 SD. VOT = voice-onset time.
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at the 72-ms VOT. The categorical nature of this percep-
tion was variable across CI participants, with some partici-
pants showing stark changes in perception at some point
along the continuum (see participants CBQ and CBJ in
Figure 2), and other participants showing more gradual
changes (see participants CAK and CBN). The percent
kipes heard increased with faster speech rates indicating a
shift in the category boundary toward smaller VOT values.
All CI participants rate normalized, per visual inspection
of the individual and average plots in Figure 2.

For the first analysis, binary responses (gipe coded
as 0 and kipe coded as 1) for all CI participants, from all
speech rate conditions and test items, were fit with a gener-
alized linear mixed-effects model with a logit link. The ran-
dom effects were intercepts for participant and item. The
fixed effects were speech rate (categorical, with slow as the
referent), VOT (a continuous variable, centered at the av-
erage VOT value in the VOT continuum), chronological
age (a continuous variable, centered at the average age of
the group), and the interaction of VOT and age.

This optimal model for the data (see Table 3) was
found by initially including all factors and interactions of
interest in the regression model, and then removing the
highest-order interaction that was least significant and
rerunning the regression model until all remaining inter-
actions were significant and all stand-alone main effects
were significant. Nonsignificant main effects were kept
in the model only if they were part of a significant inter-
action. The participant factors that were included in the
initial model, but were found to be insignificant and thus
removed, were: duration of deafness, IEEE score, and
their interactions with the factors of speech rate and VOT.

Speech rate significantly affected gipe and kipe re-
sponses (see Table 3). CI participants were 1.5 times more
likely to report kipe in the medium than in the slow speech
rate conditions (p = .001) and 3.2 times more likely to re-
port kipe in the fast than in the slow speech rate conditions
(p < .001), holding other variables constant. VOT was
also a significant factor, in that with each 1-ms increase
in VOT, the number of kipe responses increased by a fac-
tor of 1.2 (p < .001), holding other variables constant. In
other words, as VOT increased, CI participants were more
likely to report hearing a kipe than a gipe. Chronological
age was not a significant factor (p = .197), but the inter-
action of age and VOT was significant (p = .001), indicat-
ing that older CI participants were slightly less affected by
changes in VOT than younger CI participants.

The second analysis investigated how VOT category
boundaries and their slopes were affected by speech rate.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA analyzed the effects
of speech rate for the CI participants (slow, medium, and
fast; within subjects) on VOT category boundaries (see Fig-
ure 3). The effect of speech rate was significant, F(2, 44) =
53.97, p < .001, ηp

2 = .71, and post hoc paired-samples
t tests, Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons,
revealed that VOT category boundaries decreased signifi-
cantly (i.e., were located at shorter VOT durations) with
each increase in speech rate (p < .001 for all comparisons).
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Because CI participants rate normalized, we measured
the size of the rate effect, the difference in VOT category
boundaries between the slow and fast speech rate conditions.
The average rate effect was 6.6 ms (SD = 3.7) for CI partici-
pants (see Figure 4). The minimum rate effect observed was
1.7 ms, and the maximum rate effect was 15.8 ms.

A second one-way repeated measures ANOVA ana-
lyzed the effects of speech rate on psychometric function
slopes, which appeared to be fairly similar across rates (see
Figure 5). The effect of speech rate was not significant,
F(1.56, 34.33) = 0.30, p = .69, ηp

2 = .01, Greenhouse–
Geisser corrected.

Discussion
The effects of speech rate on VOT category bound-

aries indicated that CI participants rate normalized. Despite
spectral and temporal degradations in the speech signal,
CI participants gleaned rate information from the sentence
context, applied this information in the remapping of pho-
nemic category boundaries, and ultimately showed a change
in their identification of phonemes. The pattern of perfor-
mance was similar to rate normalization performance ob-
served in NH participants from previous research (e.g.,
Newman & Sawusch, 2009). CI participants labeled certain
identical acoustic stimuli differently on the basis of pre-
cursor sentence speech rate—that is, a change in the VOT
category boundary location across different speech rate con-
texts meant that some stimuli that were identified as gipe
in a slow rate context were identified as kipe in a fast rate
context. Slopes, or the reliability or consistency with which
CI participants identified gipe versus kipe, were generally
shallow and unaffected by speech rate, but there was vari-
ability across participants (Figures 2 and 5). The regression
analysis revealed that participant factors such as IEEE
score and duration of deafness were not predictive of gipe
and kipe responses, but that chronological age did seem to
moderate the impact of VOT on responses. Therefore,
whether age is also a significant factor in NH participants
will be of interest in Experiment 2. The results from CI par-
ticipants will be further evaluated below, where NH partici-
pant information can be included. In general, however, CI
participants rate normalized, though slopes of the psycho-
metric functions indicated a more continuous than cate-
gorical phonemic category boundary. CI users are able to
utilize the information they do have to attempt to accom-
modate rate variability across sentences, and the lack of a
reliable, categorical boundary did not disrupt the remap-
ping process. Because certain identical stimuli were inter-
preted differently on the basis of the surrounding context,
shallow slopes seem to indicate a difficulty with contrasts
rather than a difficulty with hearing the targets themselves.

Experiment 2: Rate Normalization
in NH Participants

The second experiment examined the extent to which
NH participants rate normalized unprocessed stimuli and
Jaekel et al.: Rate Normalization in CI Users 1405
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Table 3. Optimal logistic regression models for each analysis.

Model Terms Coefficient SE t p Odds ratio

CI
Intercept −0.347 0.152 −2.28 .022 0.707
Speech rate
Fast 1.151 0.135 8.52 <.001 3.161
Medium 0.423 0.122 3.45 .001 1.527

Age −0.009 0.007 −1.29 .197 0.991
VOT 0.174 0.012 14.15 <.001 1.190
Age × VOT −0.002 0.0007 −3.35 .001 0.998

NH
Intercept −1.850 0.253 −7.33 <.001 0.157
Speech rate
Fast 1.350 0.179 7.55 <.001 3.857
Medium 0.257 0.157 1.63 .102 1.293

Signal degradation
16-channel −0.802 0.310 −2.59 .01 0.448
8-channel 0.279 0.292 0.96 .339 1.322
4-channel 0.784 0.319 2.46 .014 2.190

AMNH −0.006 0.388 −0.02 .988 0.994
VOT 0.334 0.020 16.71 <.001 1.397
Speech rate × Signal degradation
Fast, 16-channel 0.889 0.261 3.40 .001 2.433
Medium, 16-channel 1.130 0.261 4.34 <.001 3.096
Fast, 8-channel −0.825 0.241 −3.42 .001 0.438
Medium, 8-channel −0.022 0.185 −0.12 .905 0.978
Fast, 4-channel −0.492 0.276 −1.78 .075 0.611
Medium, 4-channel −0.255 0.208 −1.23 .221 0.775

AMNH × Signal degradation
16-channel −0.309 0.288 −1.07 .283 0.734
8-channel −0.206 0.374 −0.55 .581 0.814
4-channel −0.842 0.377 −2.23 .025 0.431

VOT × Signal degradation
16-channel −0.038 0.023 −1.68 .094 0.963
8-channel −0.153 0.021 −7.29 <.001 0.858
4-channel −0.200 0.022 −9.23 <.001 0.819

CI vs. AMNH
Intercept −0.342 0.139 −2.45 .014 0.710
Speech rate
Fast 1.121 0.151 7.44 <.001 3.068
Medium 0.412 0.123 3.33 .001 1.510

Group
AMNH, unprocessed −1.875 0.376 −4.98 <.001 0.153
AMNH, 8-channel −1.150 0.369 −3.12 .002 0.317

VOT 0.155 0.013 12.01 <.001 1.168
Group × Speech rate
Fast, AMNH unprocessed 0.674 0.251 2.68 .007 1.962
Medium, AMNH unprocessed 0.192 0.248 0.77 .439 1.212
Fast, AMNH 8-channel −0.928 0.253 −3.67 <.001 0.395
Medium, AMNH 8-channel −0.369 0.207 −1.78 .075 0.691

Group × VOT
AMNH unprocessed 0.194 0.043 4.56 <.001 1.214
AMNH 8-channel 0.004 0.020 0.19 .853 1.004

VOT × Speech rate
Fast 0.011 0.008 1.40 .162 1.011
Medium 0.013 0.006 2.11 .035 1.013

Note. CI = cochlear-implant participants; VOT = voice-onset time; NH = normal-hearing participants; AMNH = age-
matched normal-hearing participants.

Downloa
Terms o
stimuli processed through a vocoder, which simulated cer-
tain aspects of CI processing, to explore how degrading
the speech signal might affect the process of rate normali-
zation. Though the phonemic contrast in this experiment
was thought to rely mostly on the temporal cue of dura-
tion (Klatt, 1976; Summerfield, 1981), NH participants
1406 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 60 •
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likely additionally utilize cues besides durational informa-
tion, such as spectral cues (Francis et al., 2008; Miller
& Wayland, 1993; Stevens & Klatt, 1974; Winn et al.,
2013). We might observe a different profile of rate nor-
malization in NH participants compared to CI partici-
pants. With signal degradation, however, we expect NH
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Figure 3. Average VOT category boundaries for cochlear-implant (CI) participants, and young normal-hearing (YNH; open circles) and age-
matched normal-hearing (AMNH; closed circles) participants listening to four different spectral conditions. Bars indicate ±1 SD.
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participants to show similar rate normalization behavior
to CI participants. With the vocoding process reducing
spectral resolution, we expected NH participants to rely
more exclusively on duration cues (Donaldson, Rogers,
Johnson, & Oh, 2015; Winn et al., 2012), showing a larger
rate effect in vocoded conditions than in unprocessed
conditions.

This experiment also examined effects of chronologi-
cal age on rate normalization by testing two separate age
groups of NH participants. First, word identification in
older adults has been shown to be adversely affected by
rate variability (Sommers, 1997), so older adults might per-
form less reliably in the present task. Second, the location
of the category boundary along the VOT continuum may
differ between the groups. Older adults with NH changed
Figure 4. The mean change in category boundary, or rate effect,
defined as the difference in VOT category boundaries between the
slow and fast speech rate conditions, for cochlear-implant (CI),
age-matched normal-hearing (AMNH), and younger normal-hearing
(YNH) participants. NH participants were tested in four different
spectral conditions. Bars indicate ±1 SD.
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identifications of a word-initial /b/ to /p/ at longer VOTs
compared to younger adults, when stimuli were presented
at the end of a sentence (Gordon-Salant et al., 2008).
This difference was attributed to age-related decline in the
ability to detect short aspiration bursts. However, in the
same study, older adults performed similarly to younger
adults with a /gr/ and /kr/ VOT contrast. It is unclear if lis-
teners in the present study will show an age difference in
categorizing a /g/–/k/ VOT continuum, which has rela-
tively shorter VOTs than the /gr/–/kr/ contrast used by
Gordon-Salant et al. (2008). The above concerns were war-
ranted because CI participants were on average middle-
aged, and many participants were more than 65 years old.
We wanted to rule out any confounds that would be a re-
sult of chronological age rather than use of a CI.
Figure 5. Average psychometric function slopes for cochlear-
implant (CI), age-matched normal-hearing (AMNH), and younger
normal-hearing (YNH) participants. NH participants were tested in
four different spectral conditions. Bars indicate ±1 SD.
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Method
Participants

Twenty-nine people with normal hearing participated
in this study. Eligible participants were required to have
hearing thresholds less than or equal to 25 dB HL at octave
frequencies from 250 to 4000 Hz, differences in hearing thresh-
old across ears at any tested frequency not exceeding 15 dB,
and be self-reported native speakers of American English.
Hearing screenings were administered with an audiometer
(MAICO, MA-40, Eden Prairie, MN) in a double-walled
sound-attenuating booth (Industrial Acoustics, Inc., Bronx,
NY). Two separate groups of NH participants were recruited
for this study: The young NH (YNH) group had 16 partici-
pants, with a mean age of 20.3 years (SD = 1.5 years, range
18 to 24 years), and the age-matched NH (AMNH) group
had 13 participants, with a mean age of 56.9 years (SD =
10.8 years, range 35–73 years). The YNH group was similar
in age to participants tested in most prior rate normaliza-
tion studies (e.g., Newman & Sawusch, 2009). The AMNH
group was recruited to match the average age of the CI par-
ticipants in Experiment 1 at the group level. For the AMNH
group, the average threshold for the left ear at 4 kHz was
10.4 dB HL (SD = 8.5, range −5 to 25 dB HL), and the av-
erage threshold at 8 kHz was 15.4 dB HL (SD = 11.8, range
5 to 50 dB HL). The average threshold for the right ear at
4 kHz was 7.3 dB HL (SD = 8.8, range −10 to 25 dB HL),
and the average threshold at 8 kHz was 18.8 dB HL (SD =
12.3, range 0 to 45 dB HL). Comparing the upper range
of AMNH participants’ thresholds to those in YNH partic-
ipants, YNH participants had maximum thresholds in the
left ear of 20 dB HL at 4 kHz and 30 dB HL at 8 kHz, and
maximum thresholds in the right ear of 20 dB HL at both
4 and 8 kHz. Thus, stimulus energy above 4 kHz might be
less salient for some AMNH participants compared to the
YNH participants, and could lead to slight decrements in
performance.
Stimuli
NH participants heard the sentences and nonwords

described in Experiment 1, which were unprocessed, con-
taining their full spectral information. NH participants
also heard vocoded versions of the original stimuli, which
varied in spectral resolution (Dorman et al., 1997; Friesen
et al., 2001; Loizou, 2006). The vocoding process consisted
of the following procedure. Stimuli were bandpass filtered
into 16, eight, or four channels using third-order Butterworth
filters, and forward–backward filtering was applied to bet-
ter preserve temporal cues in the vocoded signal (slopes =
–36 dB/octave). The bands were contiguous and logarithmi-
cally spaced. The lower frequency boundary of the signal
was 200 Hz and the upper frequency boundary was 8000 Hz.
From these bands, envelopes were extracted, half-wave
rectified, and second-order low-pass forward–backward
filtered, using a cutoff frequency of 400 Hz. A sine-tone
carrier with a frequency equal to the geometric center fre-
quency of its band was then modulated by the extracted
envelope for its band, after which all bands (either 16, 8,
1408 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 60 •
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or 4) were recombined. The final vocoded stimuli had the
same RMS energy as the original unprocessed stimuli and
had a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz prior to digital-to-analog
conversion.

A sine carrier was used to best preserve the incoming
speech signal’s temporal information by preserving the tem-
poral envelope in a way similar to a CI’s speech processor
(Dorman et al., 1997; Shannon, Zeng, Kamath, Wygonski,
& Ekelid, 1995; Souza & Rosen, 2009; Whitmal, Poissant,
Freyman, & Helfer, 2007). In contrast, a noise carrier would
be less able to preserve the temporal envelope of speech, as
noise carriers can create superfluous envelope fluctuations
(Whitmal et al., 2007). Thus, it was anticipated that the
sine carrier would maintain much of the durational infor-
mation indicating speech rate, but similar to the CI proces-
sor, be unable to present much spectral information. The
number of bandpass-filtered frequency channels was var-
ied to analyze how different levels of signal degradation
affected rate normalization. With a greater number of
channels, more spectral detail was available to the partici-
pant. On average, CI users perform as if they have access
to only about eight spectral channels at any one time
(Friesen et al., 2001).

The first formant frequencies of the vocoded stimuli
largely followed the trajectories described for the unpro-
cessed stimuli across the VOT continuum. In the 16-channel
condition, the first formant frequency of the vowel onset
(through 30-ms postvowel onset) was 630 Hz for gipe and
730 Hz for kipe; in the eight-channel condition, 600 Hz for
gipe and 650 Hz for kipe; and in the four-channel condi-
tion, 730 Hz for gipe and 870 Hz for kipe. Waveforms and
spectrograms of the four-channel vocoded gipe and kipe
stimuli are presented in Figure 1.

Procedure
The testing procedure and environment for NH par-

ticipants was identical to those in the previous experiment,
except NH participants heard unprocessed and vocoded
sentences intermixed, and listened to stimuli diotically using
circumaural headphones (Sennheiser, HD 650, Old Lyme,
CT). All stimuli were presented to NH participants at the
level 65 dB-A.

The 96 items (3 Precursor sentence rates × 8 Target
items with varied VOT × 4 Spectral conditions [unpro-
cessed, 16-, eight-, and four-channel vocoded stimuli]) in
random order composed a single block, and 12 blocks
were presented. Thus, the NH participants heard a total
of 1,152 trials. Again, two techniques were used to ana-
lyze the data: generalized linear mixed-effects models
with logit links directly modeling gipe and kipe responses,
and repeated measures mixed ANOVAs, which matched
previous analyses of rate normalization in the literature.

Results
Both the YNH and AMNH participants could, on

average, identify the gipe and kipe endpoints (see Figure 2).
This indicated that participants experienced a shift in
1398–1416 • May 2017
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2Two participants in the AMNH group did not reach the 50%
criterion in the four-channel vocoded condition over the course of
the tested gipe/kipe continuum—that is, they perceived the majority
of the items as gipe rather than kipe at each point along the VOT
continuum. To calculate participants’ VOT category boundaries in
these conditions, an extrapolation method was used which extended
the continuum to longer, but untested, VOT values, until a potential
VOT category boundary could be obtained (First participant: 75.7 ms
for the slow rate, 76.6 ms for the medium rate, and 72 ms for the fast
rate; Second participant: 75.6 ms for the medium rate). The analyses
reported in the main text include these two participants, with these
extrapolated values. When the same analyses were run without these
two participants in the dataset, nearly all significant findings were
replicated. Thus, the two participants did not seem to be driving the
effects.

Downloa
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perception from one phoneme to the other over the span of
the VOT continuum. Furthermore, rate normalization was
generally observed across all conditions, including those with
signal degradation (see Figure 3).

Similar to the first analysis for the CI participant
data, gipe (coded 0) and kipe (coded 1) responses for all
NH participants, for all speech rate and signal degrada-
tion conditions and test items, were fit with a generalized
linear mixed-effects model with a logit link. The random
effects were intercepts for participant and item, and the
fixed effects were speech rate (categorical, with slow as the
referent), signal degradation (categorical, with unprocessed
speech as the referent), VOT (continuous, centered), age
group (categorical, with YNH as the referent), and the
following interactions: Speech rate × Signal degradation,
Group × Signal degradation, and VOT × Signal degrada-
tion. This optimal model for the data (see Table 3) was
constructed using the same method used for the CI partici-
pant data.

The strongest effects of speech rate on gipe/kipe
responses occurred in the unprocessed (fast vs. slow rates,
p < .001) and 16-channel vocoded conditions (fast vs. slow
rates, p = .001; medium vs. slow rates, p < .001), holding
other variables constant. The effect of speech rate on re-
sponses was diminished in the eight-channel and four-
channel vocoded conditions.

Responses from the AMNH participant group were
significantly different from those in the YNH participant
group only in the most degraded signal condition, four-
channel vocoded speech (p = .025), indicating that overall
AMNH participants reported a smaller proportion of kipes
(and therefore a greater proportion of gipes) in that condi-
tion compared to YNH participants.

The effect of VOT on responses was dependent
on signal degradation. In the unprocessed speech condi-
tion, holding other variables constant, with each 1-ms
increase in VOT, reports of kipe increased by a factor
of 1.4 (p < .001). There was no significant change in
the effect of VOT in the 16-channel vocoded condition
(p = .094). In the eight-channel condition, for each 1-ms
increase in VOT, reports of kipe increased by a factor
of 1.2 (p < .001), and in the four-channel condition,
increased by a factor of 1.1 (p < .001). Thus, the effect
of VOT on responses diminished with more signal
degradation.

The second analysis utilized ANOVAs to investi-
gate changes in NH participants’ VOT category bound-
aries, slopes, and rate effects. A three-way repeated
measures mixed ANOVA analyzed the effects of speech
rate (slow, medium, and fast; within subjects), signal
degradation (unprocessed, 16-, eight-, and four-channel
vocoded; within subjects), and chronological age group
(young and age-matched to the CI group; between sub-
jects) on VOT category boundaries.2 The effect of speech
rate was significant, F(2, 54) = 71.49, p < .001, ηp

2 = .73,
and further analyzed with post hoc paired-samples t tests,
Bonferroni-corrected for three tests. VOT category
boundaries were significantly different from one another
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at every rate tested, decreasing in VOT duration with each
increase in speech rate (p < .02 for all comparisons).

The effect of signal degradation was also significant,
F(1.79, 48.22) = 16.05, p < .001, ηp

2 = .37, Greenhouse–
Geisser corrected. Post hoc paired-samples t tests, Bonferroni-
corrected for six tests, revealed that category boundaries
were generally located at shorter VOT durations with less
signal degradation. All comparisons were significant at
p ≤ .005, except the eight- versus four-channel vocoded con-
ditions comparison, which was not significant.

The effect of group was not significant, F(1, 27) = 2.95,
p = .098, ηp

2 = .10, but there was a significant interaction of
Group × Signal degradation, F(1.79, 48.22) = 5.72, p = .008,
ηp

2 = .18. Thus, the extent to which signal degradation
affected VOT category boundaries was dependent on par-
ticipant group. Four post hoc independent-samples t tests
compared the two groups’ performances in each of the four
spectral conditions. Only the group difference in the four-
channel vocoded condition was significant, t(16.37) = 2.42,
p = .027, with AMNH participants’ category boundaries oc-
curring at comparatively longer VOT durations. There were
no group differences for the unprocessed (p = .79), 16-channel
vocoded (p = .32), or eight-channel vocoded (p = .49) con-
ditions. Thus, when the stimuli were most degraded, older
participants experienced a larger shift in category boundary
location compared to younger participants. Group differ-
ences in the four-channel vocoded condition were also ob-
served in the regression analysis (see Table 3).

The Rate × Signal degradation interaction was also
significant, F(3.62, 97.60) = 9.29, p < .001, ηp

2 = .26, indi-
cating that the effect of rate on VOT category boundaries
was dependent on the amount of signal degradation (see
Figure 3). Post hoc paired t tests, Bonferroni-corrected for
multiple tests, were performed comparing overall partici-
pant performance at each rate within each spectral condi-
tion. VOT category boundaries occurred at significantly
shorter durations with each increase in speech rate for the
16- and eight-channel vocoded conditions only (p ≤ .006).
In the unprocessed and four-channel vocoded conditions,
category boundaries’ VOT significantly decreased between
fast and medium rates (p < .001) but not between medium
and slow rates. The difference between slow and fast rates
Jaekel et al.: Rate Normalization in CI Users 1409
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was also significant (p < .001). No other interactions were
significant for the VOT category boundaries ANOVA analy-
sis (Rate × Group, p = .18 and Rate × Group × Signal deg-
radation, p = .15).

The sizes of the rate effects (i.e., the differences in
VOT category boundaries between the slow and fast speech
rates) were not monotonically related to the amount of sig-
nal degradation (see Table 4; Figure 4). Rate effect was ana-
lyzed with a two-way repeated measures mixed ANOVA
with the factors of signal degradation and group. The effect
of signal degradation was significant, F(1.92, 51.95) = 7.99,
p = .001, ηp

2 = .23. Post hoc paired-samples t tests revealed
that the rate effect for the 16-channel vocoded condition was
significantly larger than rate effects for the unprocessed and
eight-channel vocoded conditions (p < .001 for both). No
other comparisons were significant (see Figure 4).

There was no significant effect of group on the rate ef-
fect, F(1, 27) = 1.81, p = .19, ηp

2 = .06, but there was a sig-
nificant Group × Signal degradation interaction, F(1.92,
51.95) = 3.54, p = .038, ηp

2 = .12. This indicated that the ef-
fect of signal degradation on rate effect was dependent upon
group (see Table 4; Figure 4). To further analyze the interac-
tion, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with the vari-
able of signal degradation was run for each group. The rate
effect was significantly affected by signal degradation only
for the YNH group, F(1.85, 27.78) = 12.44, p < .001, ηp

2 =
.45. Post hoc paired-samples t-tests, Bonferroni-corrected
for multiple tests, compared the YNH group’s rate effect in
each spectral condition. Four comparisons were significant:
Four-channel vocoded rate effect was larger than unpro-
cessed and eight-channel vocoded rate effects (p < .05
for both); 16-channel vocoded rate effect was larger than
unprocessed and eight-channel vocoded rate effects (p < .01
for both). Again, for the AMNH group, the rate effect was
not significantly affected by signal degradation, F(3, 36) =
1.97, p = .14, ηp

2 = .14, indicating that the size of the rate
effect was fairly consistent despite varying levels of signal
degradation in the speech signal.

A three-way repeated measures mixed ANOVA
was performed to analyze the effects of speech rate, signal
degradation, and group on psychometric function slopes.
In general, slopes became shallower with increases in sig-
nal degradation for both groups, regardless of speech rate
(see Figure 5). The main effects of speech rate (p = .39)
and group (p = .35) were not significant. However, the
Table 4. Mean rate effects (ms) for normal-hearing (NH) participants
in each signal degradation condition.

Parameter YNH (SD) AMNH (SD) All NH (SD)

Unprocessed 2.8 (2.7) 4.8 (2.7) 3.7 (2.8)
16-channel vocoding 8.0 (3.3) 6.0 (3.1) 7.1 (3.3)
8-channel vocoding 4.3 (2.3) 2.5 (3.9) 3.5 (3.2)
4-channel vocoding 7.8 (4.5) 4.3 (6.9) 6.2 (5.9)

Note. YNH = young normal-hearing participants; AMNH = age-
matched normal-hearing participants; NH = normal-hearing
participants.
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effect of signal degradation was significant, F(2.27, 61.27) =
59.95, p < .001, ηp

2 = .69. Post hoc paired-samples t tests,
Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons, revealed
that slopes were significantly different from one another at
every spectral condition tested (p < .01 for all comparisons),
becoming shallower with each increase in signal degradation.
Shallower slopes implied that phoneme perception for /g/
and /k/ became less categorical and more continuous. There
were no significant interactions (p > .05 for all). These find-
ings align with the regression analysis, which revealed that
gipe and kipe responses were less affected by changes in VOT
as the amount of signal degradation increased (p < .001
for the eight-channel and four-channel vocoded conditions;
p = .094 for the 16-channel vocoded condition; see Table 3).

Discussion
The NH group analysis ensured replication of previ-

ous literature (e.g., Newman & Sawusch, 2009), confirming
that participants rate normalized to the unprocessed (or
full spectral information) stimuli. An effect of speech rate
was observed in the category boundary analyses, in that
phonemic category boundary was mediated by rate, becom-
ing significantly shorter in VOT with each increase in speech
rate (see Figure 3).

The analysis also measured how NH participants
were affected by vocoding, which reduced spectral resolu-
tion but generally preserved temporal envelope information.
An effect of signal degradation was observed on every de-
pendent variable (category boundary, rate effect, and slopes)
in this study’s NH analyses. First, the locations of the cate-
gory boundaries shifted together to longer VOT durations
with more signal degradation—that is, participants more
often identified the target as gipe as fewer channels of spec-
tral information were available (see Figure 3). Second, NH
listeners rate normalized with vocoded speech, but rate ef-
fects did not increase monotonically with signal degradation
(see Figure 4), as was predicted. Rate effects were relatively
large for the 16- and four-channel vocoded conditions, but
small and comparable to unprocessed speech in the eight-
channel vocoded condition. Thus, it was unclear if signal
degradations systematically altered the use of duration-based
cues, at least in NH participants, or if there were other com-
peting factors affecting results. Third, slopes became shal-
lower (less reliable) with fewer spectral channels, meaning
the mapping of acoustic cues to phoneme categories was less
consistent and that participants had more difficulty identify-
ing /g/ from /k/ (see Figure 5).

In terms of the effects of chronological age on rate
normalization in NH participants, the AMNH group had
a larger effect of signal degradation on category boundaries
compared with the YNH group, with category boundaries
appearing at longer VOT durations (see Figure 3). The
signal degradation may have particularly taxed the tem-
poral processing of auditory systems already made less
effective by age, and made it more difficult for older par-
ticipants to determine the duration of aspiration in the
phoneme (Gordon-Salant et al., 2008). Although category
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boundaries were affected by signal degradation in AMNH
participants, rate effect was not, though performance was
variable (see Figure 4). AMNH participants were able to
perceive and adjust for variability in speech rate in a simi-
lar way regardless of the level of signal degradation.

VOT category boundary slopes did not appear to
be affected by age (see Figure 5). Likewise, an interaction
of VOT and age group was not observed in the regression
analysis, as was observed in the CI analysis. This did not
match findings in the literature that older NH listeners are
likely to have shallower slopes on average than younger
listeners for an initial stop consonant phoneme identifica-
tion task (Gordon-Salant, Yeni-Komshian, Fitzgibbons, &
Barrett, 2006). It should be noted, however, that the pres-
ent study’s AMNH group was not composed solely of older
NH participants, as it included participants as young as
35 years old in order to match the average age and stan-
dard deviation of the CI group. Thus, any aging effects
might be tempered by the fact that the AMNH participants
were not uniformly above the age of 65 years, as they were
in Gordon-Salant et al.’s (2006) work.

Results: Comparing CI and AMNH Participants
Differences in rate normalization between CI and

AMNH participants listening to unprocessed and eight-
channel vocoded speech were analyzed to determine if the
AMNH participants’ performances changed relative to CI
participants when exposed to the same or less spectral in-
formation. The eight-channel vocoded condition was cho-
sen because it was thought to best represent the average
number of functional channels available at any one time to
a CI participant (Friesen et al., 2001). There were 23 CI
participants and 13 AMNH participants.

First, gipe and kipe responses from all AMNH and
CI participants for all speech conditions and items were fit
with a generalized linear mixed-effects model with a logit
link. The random effects were intercepts for participant
and item. The fixed effects were group (coded 0 = CI par-
ticipant, 1 = AMNH participant hearing unprocessed
speech, and 2 = AMNH participant hearing eight-channel
vocoded speech), speech rate (categorical, with slow as
the referent), VOT (continuous, centered), and the follow-
ing interactions: Group × Speech rate, Group × VOT,
and Speech rate × VOT. This optimal model for the data
(see Table 3) was constructed using the method described
previously.

In general, AMNH participants in both the unpro-
cessed and eight-channel vocoded speech conditions heard
significantly fewer kipes than CI participants (p < .001 and
p = .002, respectively), holding other factors constant (see
Table 3). The effects of speech rate were dependent on group.
Compared to CI participants, AMNH participants hear-
ing unprocessed speech had significantly larger differences
in responses due to speech rate, and AMNH participants
hearing eight-channel vocoded speech had significantly
smaller differences in responses. This might indicate that
degraded signals lead to reduced speech rate effects, but
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that with experience (similar to that of a CI participant),
speech rate effects can become stronger.

The strength of the effect of VOT was also depen-
dent on group. There was no significant difference in VOT
effects on responses between CI participants and AMNH
participants hearing eight-channel vocoded speech (p = .853),
but the effect of VOT was significantly stronger for AMNH
participants presented unprocessed speech (p < .001), where
with each 1-ms increase in VOT, kipe responses increased by
a factor of 1.4. The effect of VOT on responses was signifi-
cantly stronger in the medium rate compared to the slow rate
conditions (p = .035), but not significantly stronger in the
fast rate compared to the slow rate (p = .162), holding other
factors constant.

Second, two separate suites of two-way repeated mea-
sures mixed ANOVAs with factors hearing status group
(CI or AMNH; between subjects) and speech rate (slow,
medium, and fast; within subjects) were computed for the
dependent variables of VOT category boundaries and
slopes. The first ANOVA suite analyzed performance for
CI participants and for AMNH participants presented un-
processed speech, to understand performance when groups
were presented the same stimuli. The second ANOVA suite
analyzed performance for CI participants and for AMNH
participants presented eight-channel vocoded speech, to
understand the effects of hearing history on rate normaliza-
tion performance.

For VOT category boundaries, the rate normaliza-
tion effect was again confirmed: The effect of speech rate
was significant both when CI participants and AMNH
participants were presented unprocessed speech, F(1.69,
57.44) = 67.33, p < .001, ηp

2 = .66, Greenhouse–Geisser
corrected, and when CI participants were presented unpro-
cessed speech and AMNH participants were presented
eight-channel vocoded speech, F(2, 68) = 31.97, p < .001,
ηp

2 = .49. In both cases, VOT category boundaries signifi-
cantly decreased with each increase in speech rate (p ≤ .001
for all comparisons; see Figure 3).

The effect of hearing status on VOT category bound-
aries was significant both in the unprocessed speech condi-
tion analysis, F(1, 34) = 4.74, p = .037, ηp

2 = 0.12, as well
as in the analysis where AMNH participants instead heard
eight-channel vocoded speech, F(1, 34) = 19.04, p < .001,
ηp

2 = .36. CI participants had category boundaries at ear-
lier VOT durations than AMNH participants in both cases
(see Figure 3).

More importantly, how hearing status and speech
rate interacted with respect to VOT category boundaries
was different between the two ANOVA analyses. In the
unprocessed speech analysis there was no significant inter-
action, F(1.69, 57.44) = 1.71, p = .19, ηp

2 = .05, and the
change in VOT category boundaries between the slow and
fast rate conditions (the rate effect) was not significantly
different between CI and AMNH participants, t(34) =
1.53, p = .14. This implied that CI participants rate nor-
malized in much the same way as NH participants with a
similar range of ages, despite being presented a degraded
speech signal by their sound processor. In contrast, in the
Jaekel et al.: Rate Normalization in CI Users 1411
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analysis in which AMNH participants listened instead
to eight-channel vocoded speech, there was a significant
Hearing status × Speech rate interaction, F(2, 68) = 6.75,
p = .002, ηp

2 = .17. As presented in Figure 4 and Table 4,
CI participants experienced a 6.6-ms (SD = 3.7) rate effect
whereas AMNH participants listening to eight-channel
vocoded speech experienced a 2.5-ms (SD = 3.9) rate effect,
and this difference was significant, t(34) = 3.07, p = .004.
Again, this result contrasted with findings from the first
analysis—that is, with unprocessed speech, there was no
significant difference in rate effect between groups (p = .14),
with AMNH participants experiencing a 4.8-ms rate effect
in the unprocessed condition.

For slopes, the effect of speech rate and the Hearing
status × Speech rate interaction were not significant in
either ANOVA analysis. However, there was a significant
effect of hearing status when comparing CI and AMNH
participants listening to unprocessed speech, F(1, 34) = 20.22,
p < .001, ηp

2 = .37 (see Figure 5). This significant effect dis-
appeared in the analysis where AMNH participants listened
to eight-channel vocoded speech (p = .64). When listening to
unprocessed speech, slopes were shallower in CI participants
than in AMNH participants, meaning CI participants were
less categorical and perhaps less certain in their identification
of gipe versus kipe. When AMNH participants listened to
eight-channel vocoded speech, slopes were shallow and more
comparable to CI participants’. Thus, whereas category
boundary location seemed to be dependent upon hearing
status, slopes seemed to be dependent on the quality of the
signal itself. This finding matched results from the regres-
sion analysis (see Table 3), where the interaction of hearing
status (i.e., “group,”) and VOT was significant, but only
for differences between the AMNH participants listening to
unprocessed speech versus CI participants (p < .001).

Discussion
Both CI and AMNH participants rate normalized to

unprocessed stimuli, as was evident in the effects of rate on
VOT category boundaries. In general, AMNH participants
began identifying kipes at longer VOT durations compared
to CI participants, and slopes were steeper and more cate-
gorical in AMNH participants listening to unprocessed
speech. One prediction of the current study was that the
CI participants would show a larger rate effect than the
AMNH participants. Instead, CI and AMNH participants
showed similar rate effects when presented unprocessed
speech (see Figure 4), with the mean rate effects of 6.6 ms
for CI participants and 4.8 ms for AMNH participants.
When AMNH participants were presented eight-channel
vocoded speech, which contained less spectral information,
their rate effect actually decreased (M = 2.6 ms) and was
significantly smaller than CI participants’ rate effect (see
Figure 4). This was an unexpected result. However, the
change in the size of the rate effect was not uniform across
all AMNH participants. Some participants showed more
negative, or reverse, rate effects in eight-channel vocoded
speech (see Figure 4). Negative rate effects could indicate
1412 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 60 •
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that participants were remapping phonemic boundaries in
response to changes in speech rate, but not in the predicted
manner. Reverse rate normalization has been reported
previously (Diehl, Souther, & Convis, 1980), but why it
occurs is unclear.

When AMNH participants listened to eight-channel
vocoded speech, the effect of hearing status on slopes was
no longer significant, indicating that phoneme identifica-
tion was less categorical than in the unprocessed speech con-
dition when AMNH participants had less access to spectral
information. This indicated that access to spectral infor-
mation was important for categorical phoneme perception.
Although slopes became more similar between the two groups
as AMNH participants listened to eight-channel vocoded
speech, the eight-channel vocoded condition did not bring
the location of AMNH participants’ VOT category bound-
aries closer to CI participants’, but moved boundaries
in the opposite direction along the VOT continuum (see
Figure 3).

CI participants were able to perceive rate informa-
tion without access to full spectral information, as they
showed a clear rate effect. In a similar manner, AMNH
participants continued to show comparable rate effects
even as the speech signal was increasingly degraded. Thus,
overall, whether speech is processed in a CI speech pro-
cessor or through a vocoder, the effect of speech rate on
phoneme perception appears to be rather robust.

General Discussion
The ways in which CI users can navigate speech’s

acoustic variability are not well understood. Although
much research has measured word recognition in CI users
(e.g., Liu et al., 2004; Nie et al., 2006), especially under
laboratory conditions using only a single talker speaking
at a single rate, these types of tests unfortunately appear
to underestimate the actual word recognition ability of CI
users (Kirk, Pisoni, & Miyamoto, 1997). To be specific,
this study investigated how aspects of speech perception
in CI participants were affected by rate, and if CI partici-
pants were able to rate normalize in response to speech
rate changes, which can occur across and within talkers.

Using this study’s test paradigm, CI participants rate
normalized across three naturalistically produced sentences
spoken at slow, medium, and fast speech rates (see Figure 2).
The remapped phonemic category boundary between /g/
and /k/, a distinction that primarily is based on VOT dura-
tion (Jiang, Chen, & Alwan, 2006; Klatt, 1976; Summerfield,
1981), was mediated by speech rate, thus matching behavior
observed previously in the literature in young NH listeners
(Newman & Sawusch, 2009) and in both YNH and AMNH
participants in the current study. In fact, compared to NH
participants listening to unprocessed stimuli, CI participants
showed a larger response to rate changes, or rate effect, in
terms of differences in VOT category boundaries between
the slow and fast speech rates (see Figure 4). NH partici-
pants may have shown a smaller average rate effect because
they potentially had access to other acoustic cues in the
1398–1416 • May 2017
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stimuli besides VOT durations to categorize /g/ and /k/
(Miller & Wayland, 1993). Previous work has shown that
NH participants may use different strategies to identify /g/
and /k/ phonemes besides or in addition to VOT durations
(Lisker, 1975). For example, Stevens and Klatt (1974) found
that although some NH participants relied exclusively on
VOT duration, others gave more weight to the presence of a
first formant transition. Others have pointed towards the on-
set frequency of the first formant as being important for this
distinction (Summerfield & Haggard, 1974) or the presence
of low-frequency energy (Zhou, Xu, & Lee, 2010) as an im-
portant cue for voicing. These additional spectral cues from
the first formant may be less available to CI participants,
who in the absence of adequate spectral information likely
rely more on temporal cues for phoneme perception
(Moberly et al., 2014; Peng, Lu, & Chatterjee, 2009; Winn
et al., 2012). The stimuli in the present experiment had
first formant frequency onset cues as well as VOT cues. As
VOT increased, so did first formant frequencies, though not
in perfect correlation (see Experiment 1: Methods and
Experiment 2: Methods). VOT values increased in a conti-
nuous fashion, at roughly 9-ms increases per continuum
step, whereas first formant frequencies were largely stable
for the first three and last three continuum steps, with in-
creases occurring between the third and sixth continuum
steps—that is, between the 36- and 54-ms steps on the
VOT continuum.

Further evidence that NH participants may be using
cues beyond duration to identify /g/ and /k/ in the context
of speech rate is that with signal degradation (i.e., the
vocoded conditions, which aimed to simulate possible spec-
tral resolutions of the CI), category boundaries shifted to
longer VOTs compared to the NH unprocessed conditions.
This is unlike the CI participants, whose category bound-
aries were generally at shorter VOTs (see Figure 3) com-
pared to the NH unprocessed conditions. It was expected
that the vocoded stimuli would cause NH participants to
perform more similarly to CI participants, so this opposite
shift in NH participants’ category boundaries was surpris-
ing. This need for longer VOT durations at lower spectral
resolutions to perceive a voiceless stop such as /k/, which
was observed particularly in the AMNH group, could
partly be because of temporal processing deficits associated
with age. Gordon-Salant and colleagues showed that older
NH listeners needed longer VOTs to categorize phonemes
with certain temporal duration contrasts (Gordon-Salant
et al., 2008; Gordon-Salant et al., 2006). In the current
study, although AMNH participants needed longer VOT
durations to perceive the contrast in spectrally sparse condi-
tions, this pattern was not mirrored in their CI participant
cohort. Thus, again, it is possible that AMNH participants
were using more than just temporal information to make
their decisions about /g/ and /k/, whereas CI participants
were solely relying on temporal information. Additional prob-
lems in CI processing such as current spread or frequency-to-
place mismatch were also not captured by the current study’s
vocoder, and could be contributing to the incongruence
between CI and NH participants’ data.
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Perhaps the lack of training or long-term experience
with listening to vocoded speech could explain these AMNH
participants’ deviations in performance from actual CI users.
For example, Munson and Nelson (2005) found that al-
though CI participants had little difficulty perceiving differ-
ences between “say” and “stay” in quiet versus noise, NH
participants in that study had difficulty distinguishing this
pair when provided with fewer spectral bands. Because the
cue to the difference between “say” and “stay” was temporal
in nature, the loss of spectral information was not expected
to change perceptions in NH participants. Munson and
Nelson (2005) concluded that potentially a lack of training
could be causing the discrepancy. Perhaps older NH partici-
pants exhibit less plasticity to learn to perceive and under-
stand degraded speech patterns (Shannon, 2002), and the
experience with vocoded stimuli in the present experiment
was too short a time span for AMNH participants to deter-
mine the best cues for categorizing spectrally degraded
phonemes (Rosen, Faulkner, & Wilkinson, 1999; Schvartz,
Chatterjee, & Gordon-Salant, 2008; Sheldon, Pichora-Fuller,
& Schneider, 2008). How NH participants’ phoneme category
boundary remapping evolves over the course of extended
training with vocoded speech could be an area of future study.

Last, there are additional factors that could be caus-
ing performance variability among CI participants. Better
speech perception outcomes in CI users (typically measured
as percent words correct) have been shown to be corre-
lated with increased neural recruitment in association audi-
tory cortices during speech perception tasks (K. M. J. Green,
Julyan, Hasting, & Ramsden, 2007), deeper array insertion
depths (Skinner et al., 2002), and shorter durations of deaf-
ness before implantation (van Dijk et al., 1999). For pho-
neme perception specifically, longer durations of deafness
for postlingually deafened Korean adult CI users (Oh et al.,
2003) and English-speaking adult CI users (Budenz et al.,
2011) had a negative impact, CI users’ voicing perception
in consonants was shown to improve with access to residual
hearing (Zhang, Dorman, & Spahr, 2010), and increases in
the number of active electrodes gradually improved conso-
nant recognition (Zeng & Galvin, 1999). Although the pres-
ent study’s results found no association of CI participants’
rate effects with durations of deafness, and CI participants
were not able to utilize any residual hearing during the task,
there were clearly uncontrolled factors in the CI partici-
pant sample.

The data support this study’s alternative hypothesis:
Rate normalization was possible in CI participants, and this
rate effect was larger in comparison to NH participants.
CI participants’ average rate effect was 6.6 ms, whereas
NH participants’ average rate effect was 3.7 ms and the
subgroup of AMNH participants’ average was 4.8 ms (see
Figure 4) for unprocessed speech. The larger rate effect
observed in CI participants may have been a result of this
group’s access to primarily temporal-related cues, which
can be affected by changes in speech rate, and lack of access
to other cues that are more invariant to rate normaliza-
tion. NH participants’ performance in vocoded conditions
revealed that signal degradations involving reduced spectral
Jaekel et al.: Rate Normalization in CI Users 1413
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resolution were likely driving the less categorical, more
continuous identification of /g/ and /k/ (i.e., relatively shal-
low psychometric slopes; see Figures 2 and 5), but that
greater signal degradation did not always result in larger
rate effects (particularly in the eight-channel condition; see
Figure 4). It is possible that the presence of fewer redun-
dant acoustic cues in the speech signal as a result of signal
degradation may have contributed to these changes in NH
participants’ slopes (Peng et al., 2009).

To summarize, CI participants could rate normalize,
but did so differently from NH participants. On average,
CI participants’ remapped category boundaries were at
shorter VOT durations, their category boundaries were less
consistent and reliable (with changes in VOT becoming less
influential on gipe/kipe identification with greater age),
and they tended to have a larger rate effect than NH par-
ticipants. Rate normalization appears to be an obligatory,
highly context-based process (Miller & Dexter, 1988; Sawusch
& Newman, 2000), and the CI appears to be able to trans-
mit the necessary information for rate normalization to
occur. The variability in speech perception outcomes reported
for CI users (Liu et al., 2004; Nie et al., 2006) is likely not
the result of an inability to rate normalize, but perhaps partly
because of a difficulty with categorical phoneme identifica-
tion, which is the result of the alteration and degradation
of the incoming speech signals by the speech processor.
Encoding degraded phonetic information can lead to a larger
processing cost as the brain attempts to account for vari-
ability in the speech signal (Mullennix, Pisoni, & Martin,
1989), which, in the present study, is variability which could
be introduced by changes in speech rate between sentences.
Understanding how CI users recognize speech in the real
world, and what kinds of capacities they have to perceive
less idealistic phoneme productions and to adapt to a power-
ful source of speech variability such as speech rate, could
provide an avenue for improving how clinicians approach
aural rehabilitation for CI users.
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